In order to improve the driver's physiological and psychological state, the driver's mental load which is caused by sight distance, lighting, and other factors in the tunnel environment should be quantified via modeling the spatiotemporal data. e experimental schemes have been scientifically designed based on methods of traffic engineering and human factor engineering, which aims to test the driver's spatiotemporal data of eye movement and ECG (electrocardiogram) index in the tunnel environment. Firstly, the changes in the driver's spatiotemporal data are analyzed to judge the changing trend of the driver's workload in the tunnel environment. e results show that the cubic spline interpolation function model can fit the dynamic changes of average pupil diameter and heart rate (HR) growth rate well, and the goodness of fit for the model group is above 0.95. So, tunnel environment makes the driver's typical physiological indicators fluctuate in the coordinates of time and space, which can be modeled and quantified. Secondly, in order to analyze the classification of tunnel risk level, a fusion model has been built based on the functions of average pupil diameter and HR growth rate. e tunnel environmental risk level has been divided into four levels via the fusion model, which can provide a guidance for the classification of tunnel risk level. Furthermore, the fusion model allows tunnel design and construction personnel to adopt different safety design measures for different risk levels, and this method can effectively improve the economy of tunnel operating safety design.
Introduction
Tunnel is a typical bad visual environment, and driving in tunnel environment is a relatively dangerous activity. Amundsen and Ranes analyzed the traffic accident data in Norway and pointed out that the accident severity in the tunnel is higher than that in the highway [1] . A survey from Italy shows that severe accident rates and cost rates in tunnels were higher than those on the corresponding motorways [2] . Driving performance in tunnels is different from freeway driving, and darker lighting conditions and enclosed space will make drivers nervous and increase the effort required to maintain lateral control of the vehicle, which will affect drivers' psychological state and driving behavior [3, 4] . Related research shows that visual intervention is an effective method in vehicle trajectories' intervention [5, 6] , and the tunnel safety can be improved by using visual intervention method to affect the driver's driving behavior in tunnel section. erefore, it is of practical significance to study the driver's physiological and psychological state in tunnel environment, which reduces the accident rate in tunnel environment.
ere are many factors that affect the safety of tunnel driving: road alignment, transition of antisliding performance, traffic states, and differences in internal and external environments [7] . In recent years, scholars have carried out lots of research about the highway traffic safety to improve the driving safety, especially for the tunnel environment [8, 9] . Manser and Hancock studied how the type of visual pattern and presence of texture applied to transportation tunnel walls differentially affected driving performance based on simulated driving experiment [10] . Meng et al. proposed a novel quantitative risk assessment model to assess the risks in the nonhomogeneous urban road tunnels in 2011, and the inverse Gaussian regression model had been used to estimate the rear-end vehicle crash frequency in road tunnels; then the relationship between the time to collision and its contributing factors had been establish in 2012 [11] [12] [13] . Calvi and D'Amico analyzed the driver's speed characteristics and speed control in tunnel environment based on simulated driving [14] . Rudin-Brown et al. explored the influence of mobile phone use on driving safety in the tunnel based on the method of simulated driving [15] . Kircher and Ahlstrom investigated the impact of tunnel illumination and design on driving performance; then Kircher and Ahlstrom discovered that the driver's attention had a higher impact on performance than tunnel design [16] . Moretti et al. proposed a life-cycle cost analysis method to maximize energy saving and road safety via LED (Light-Emitting Diode) technology [17, 18] .
Scientific research on the driver's physiology and psychology began in the early nineteenth century. In recent years, with the improvement of medical research and the use of advanced instruments, scholars have continuously explored the integration of physiology and traffic engineering [19, 20] . Many scholars have studied the physiological and psychological characteristics of drivers in tunnel environment, which can provide experience for the selection of indicators and data analysis in this paper. Cho et al. calibrated the threshold of illumination intensity in tunnels based on the driver's visual characteristics [21] . He et al. recorded the eye movement parameters of drivers passing through the tunnel and analyzed the influence of tunnel lighting environment on driving safety [22] . Feng et al. studied changes in physiological and behavioral characteristics in longitudinal segments of urban underpass tunnels by conducting a real-vehicle experiment [23] . Kening et al. conducted the real-vehicle experiment with participants under different tunnels, in order to study the driver mental workload variation in exit of super long tunnel on expressway [24] . Chen et al. carried out a driving simulator experiment based on a box truck module, in order to investigate the safety of the truck under crosswind at the bridge-tunnel section [25] . It can be seen that eye movement index, electrocardiogram index, electroencephalogram index, workload, and mental load are commonly used by scholars [26, 27] . Because the tunnel environment mainly affects the driver's vision and the enclosed space will bring tension and anxiety, this paper mainly chooses two indicators of eye movement and electrocardiogram.
At present, the research of the driver safety in tunnel environment mainly focuses on the analysis of the driver's speed, vision, and ECG characteristics in tunnel environment. On the basis of scientific experiment design and data acquisition, scholars use statistical methods to analyze the distribution of the driver's physiological and psychological indicators in tunnel environment, which provides a reference for the experimental design and statistical analysis of this paper. However, the existing research cannot reflect the temporal and spatial distribution of drivers' physiological and psychological state in tunnel environment and cannot evaluate the risk level of different road section in tunnel environment. us, this paper aims to explore the spatiotemporal distribution of driver's physiological and psychological indicators and study the classification of the risk level in tunnel environment. Firstly, the driver's spatiotemporal data of eye movement and ECG index are tested in the tunnel environment. Secondly, models of average pupil diameter and HR growth rate change trend are constructed in different spatial nodes of tunnel. Lastly, a classification model of tunnel risk level is constructed to effectively evaluate the risk level of different road sections in tunnel environment. e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of the simulated driving experiment. Section 3 gives some experimental results for eye movement characteristics and ECG index. en, models of the driver's average pupil diameter and HR rate are illustrated in Section 4, and the classification model of tunnel risk level is also achieved. Finally, this paper ends with some conclusions in Section 5.
Method

Participant.
A total of 31 participants participated in the experiment; all drivers who are involved in the test hold a driver license and already have driving experience in the tunnel. Due to the age and gender of the test subjects' unbalanced distribution, the driver's age and gender differences are ignored during the process of data analysis.
Experimental Equipment and Scenario.
e main experimental equipment of this experiment is as shown in Figure 1 , including the six-degree-of-freedom traffic safety simulation driving device for constructing the simulated driving environment, MP36R physiological tester for collecting the driver's ECG index, SMI wireless glasses for collecting the driver's eye movement index, and other related auxiliary equipment, such as laptops, timers, etc. e objective of this study is to investigate the temporal and spatial distribution of drivers' physiological and psychological indicators in tunnels. To this end, a common section of highway was designed according to the Technical Standard of Highway Engineering (2014). e test scenes are based on the two-lane straight highway with design speed of 80 km/h. e cross section of the highway comprises two 3.75-meter-wide lanes and two 2.5-meter-wide shoulders. e total length of the highway is 10.1 km, including 3 tunnels, of which, each tunnel is 700 m long, and the interval between the two adjacent tunnels is 2 km ( Figure 2 ). To ensure that the simulated environment is consistent with the real highway environment, there was some simulated vehicles moving in the same direction as the test vehicle, so that the traffic conditions are free-flow during the simulation. Trees, vertical speed limit signs, and traffic barriers were also added in the roadside to ensure drivers have the same feeling as real highway environment when driving in the test scenes. e experiment has been carried out according to the following steps:
Step 1. e time of the experimental equipment has been checked to ensure that the time of all equipment is unified, and then a preliminary experiment has been conducted to ensure the reliability of the whole experiment.
Step 2. e SMI wireless glasses and the physiological instrument have been worn and calibrated for the test drivers. en, the drivers have one hour to operate the driving stimulation to ensure the reliability of experimental data, so that drivers' strangeness on the simulated driving platform can be eliminated.
Step 3. e official experiment has been carried out, drivers in the test run normally according to the experimental design route, and the start time of the vehicle was used as the time base point to record the arrival and departure time of the driver in each tunnel section.
Step 4. e experimental data has been saved and the validity of the data has been checked after the experiment. en, all the drivers completed the experiment according to the process strictly.
Data Collection.
According to the experimental results, eye movement and ECG data of different drivers fluctuates greatly when the driver passes the first tunnel and the third tunnel, due to that different drivers have different adaptability to the simulated driving scenario. Some drivers have not adapted to the simulated driving platform fully during the first tunnel, and some drivers have adapted to the environmental parameters of the tunnel during the third tunnel. erefore, the following research is based on the eye movement and ECG data of the second tunnel.
According to the switching time of the experimental scene recorded by the experimenter, the eye movement data analysis software can directly derive the fixation duration, the average pupil diameter, the blink duration, et al. Part of the eye movement data during the second tunnel is shown in Table 1 .
Similar to eye movement data, the heart rate (HR) value during the second tunnel can be directly derived from the physiological data analysis software. Because of the individual differences between drivers, simply analyzing for the HR values is likely to cause large errors. erefore, this paper uses the driver's HR growth rate for analysis and modeling. e calculation formula for heart rate indicators is shown in (1); the HR value and HR growth rate data is shown in Table 2 .
In this formula, N i indicates the driver's heart rate at a certain moment, n i indicates the HR value of the driver at a certain moment, and n p indicates the average HR value of the driver in a calm state. Journal of Advanced Transportation 3 Table 3 , the eye movement data of the driver in the tunnel environment is counted within a time window of 30 s. By comparing the driving concentration and mental load of drivers in the tunnel and normal driving environment, it is found that the number of blinks of the driver in the tunnel is significantly smaller than the number of blinks in the normal environment (P < 0.05), and the average blink time in the tunnel (306.93 ms) is also smaller than the average blink time in the normal environment (323.87 ms), which indicates that drivers are more attentive and have a higher mental load in the tunnels due to the dim light and poor visual distance. In addition, the numbers of gazes and scans in the tunnel are significantly less than those of driving in normal situations (P < 0.01), while the average gaze time is higher than normal (219.60 ms). ere is no significant difference in average scan time between the two groups (the tunnel is 79.79 ms, normal 80.24 ms), which indicates that the driving environment in the tunnel is more monotonous than in the normal environment [22] , and drivers need to observe the surroundings more frequently in the normal environment than in the tunnel environment, and their sight will move more frequently. e pupil diameter is an important indicator of the driver's sensitivity to light source [22] . e size of the pupil is affected by the illuminance: the larger the illuminance value, the smaller the pupil diameter. e average pupil diameter data is selected from the 60 s before entering the tunnel to the 60 s after leaving the tunnel. e result is shown in Figure 3 .
Results
Analysis of Eye Movement Characteristics. As shown in
According to Figure 3 , drivers need to be more focused in the tunnel because of the poor sight, and the pupil diameter is larger than the pupil diameter in the normal environment. During the process of entering tunnel, the diameter of the driver's pupil shows a trend of gradual increase. e driver's concentration and mental load are increasing. During the process of leaving the tunnel, the diameter of the driver's pupil shows a trend of sharp decrease due to the sudden increase of light. At the same time, the driver's line of sight is severely obstructed, and appropriate measures (such as reducing the speed) are needed to prevent accidents. After leaving the tunnel, the diameter of the driver's pupil gradually rises and returns to the normal level.
Analysis of Driver's ECG Index in the Tunnel Environment
e Driver's HR Growth Rate.
e HR growth rate from the 60 s before entering the tunnel to the 60 s after leaving the tunnel is selected as the analysis data. e result is shown in Figure 4 .
Previous studies have shown that the change in heart rate is a direct reflection of the driver's psychological tension. e changes of HR growth rate indicate that the driver's psychological tension is tight, which will lead to the driver's misjudgment and misoperation, thus causing traffic accidents. From Figure 4 , we can see that the driver's HR growth rate increases in the tunnel section ranging from 12% to 27%; the HR growth rate in the normal section is maintained at a relatively stable level. When the driver begins to enter e driver's heart rate is maintained at a certain level in the tunnel. When the driver is about to leave the tunnel, the driver's heart rate rises. As the vehicle leaves the tunnel, the driver's heart rate gradually returns to a stable value. It is worth noting that the driver's heart rate does not suddenly become stable after entering the tunnel; it is a gradual process.
e main reason for the change in the driver's heart rate during the process of passing the tunnel is the sudden change of sight distance and lighting conditions. After vehicle enters the tunnel, the driver gradually adapts to the sight distance and lighting conditions inside the tunnel, so the driver's heart rate gradually changes to a stable level.
Heart Rate
Variability. HRV (heart rate variability) is a method that has been widely used in the academic literature. It reflects the state of ANS (autonomic nervous system) [28] . It is therefore a good objective tool for assessing emotional responses [29] . ere are a number of different measurements which are derived from the interval between heartbeats (RR).
Time-domain analysis of HRV mainly included the following:
(i) MEAN: mean value of the RR intervals (ii) SDNN: standard deviation of the RR intervals (iii) RMSSD: root mean square of successive differences (iv) SDSD: standard deviation of difference between adjacent RR intervals.
Frequency-domain analysis of HRV mainly included the following:
(i) HF: high frequency (ii) LF: low frequency (iii) LF/HF: the low frequency and high frequency ratio. Journal of Advanced Transportation e driver's heart is innervated by both sympathetic and vagal nerves. Under normal conditions, the excitability of vagus nerve is dominant. Under fatigue, excitation, and tension, sympathetic nerve is dominant. In terms of timedomain index, according to the data in Table 3 , the average MEAN of RR interval of drivers decreases after entering the tunnel section; that is, the number of inner jumps of drivers in the tunnel section increases, which indicates that drivers have a certain degree of tension because of the bad visual distance. In the tunnel section, the SDNN index value of drivers increased, which indicates that the sympathetic nerve activity increases, the parasympathetic nerve activity decreases, and the mental load increases. e trend of RMSSD and SDSD is the same as that of SDNN. After entering the tunnel, drivers are affected by bad sight distance and the index values increases.
In terms of frequency-domain indicators, according to the data in Table 4 , after the driver entered the tunnel section, the driver's LF value increases and the HF value decreases due to the deterioration of the driving environment, indicating that the driver's vagus nerve activity is weakened during this process, sympathetic activity is enhanced, the driver's mental condition is increasingly unstable, and physiological indicators vary greatly. On the one hand, because the visibility of the road is low in this environment, the driver's line of sight is smaller than the safe distance of the vehicle, and the driver needs to constantly adjust the speed and the nerves are tight. On the other hand, in order to prevent the driver from colliding with other vehicles, it is necessary to concentrate, and therefore the tunnel conditions have greater mental stress on the driver.
Modeling
Driver's Average Pupil Diameter Modeling.
e tunnel environment has a significant impact on the driver's eye movement and ECG indicators. In order to quantify the trend of this influence, the variation of the average pupil diameter has been obtained by the interpolation method. First, a certain number of data points are selected from the driving process from 30 seconds before entering the tunnel to 30 seconds after leaving the tunnel. en the interpolation function of the driving process is obtained by using cubic spline interpolation method, and the function f(x) is drawn with the help of MATLAB, as shown in Figure 5(a) . According to the different functional areas of the tunnel, the function is divided into three stages: before entering the tunnel (f 1 ), inside the tunnel (f 2 ), and after leaving the tunnel (f 3 ); time axes of functions f 1 and f 2 are coordinate origins at the start of entering the tunnel, and the time axis of function f 3 is coordinate origins at the start of leaving the tunnel. e fitted models are shown in (2)-(4). e R-square and RMSE of each model are shown in Table 5 . e results of the cubic spline interpolation function fitting of each model are shown in Figures 5(b)-5(d) . According to Table 4 and Figure 5 , it can be clearly seen that the R-square value of the model is greater than 0.95, and the RMSE values are all less than 0.1, which satisfies the accuracy requirements in statistics, indicating that the goodness of fit of each model is higher. (4)
Driver's HR Growth Rate
Modeling. According to the ideas in part 4.1, the variation of the average pupil diameter has been obtained by the interpolation method, and the function g(x) is drawn with the help of MATLAB as shown in Figure 6 (a). According to the different functional areas of the tunnel, the image is divided into three stages: before entering the tunnel (g 1 ), inside the tunnel (g 2 ), and after leaving the tunnel (g 3 ). e fitting model of the driver's HR growth rate in different functional sections of the tunnel is shown in (5)- (7) . e R-square and RMSE of each model are shown in Table 6 ; the results of the cubic spline interpolation function fitting of each model are shown in Figures 6(b)-6(d). According to Table 6 and Figure 6 , it can be clearly seen that the R-square value of the model is greater than 0.99, and the RMSE values are all less than 0.5, which satisfies the accuracy requirements in statistics, indicating that the goodness of fit of each model is higher. 
4.3. Classification Model of Tunnel Risk Level. Tunnels are typical bad sight distance environments; driving in tunnels is very dangerous and easy to cause traffic accidents. In order to improve the driving safety in the tunnel environment, the tunnel design and construction personnel will optimize the safety of the tunnel, which needs so much of money and so many of material resources. erefore, it is necessary to establish a classification model of tunnel risk level, which allows tunnel design and construction personnel to adopt different safety design measures for road sections on different risk levels. Tunnel manager can effectively improve the design economics of tunnel environmental safety.
In order to classify the risk level of the tunnel environment, a fusion model T(x) needs to be built based on the functions f(x) and g(x). In the fusion model, T(x) is the risk assessment value of tunnel environments, α is the weight coefficient of the driver's HR growth rate,(1 − α) is the weight coefficient of the driver's average pupil diameter, f ′ (x) is the dimensionless form to f(x), and g ′ (x) is the dimensionless form to g(x).
en, the fusion model is shown as
According to the research results in 4.1 and 4.2, the functions f(x) and g(x) need dimensional standardization. e models for dimensional standardization are shown as Based on (8), T n is defined to represent the risk assessment value of the common road section without tunnel or bridge, and the time interval (a, b) is defined as the time for driving in the common road section without tunnel or bridge; then T n can be calculated by
e determination of the classification criteria of tunnel environmental risk level needs large amounts of traffic accident data, the experimental data that obtained in this study cannot be used to determine the classification criteria accurately, and there is no relevant research that has defined this criterion as well. us, for ease of use, the tunnel environmental risk level has been divided into four levels in this study, which are normal state, light danger, moderate danger, and severe danger. So, when the value of T(x) is less than or equal to T n , tunnel environmental risk level is normal; when the value of T(x) is more than T n and less than or equal to 1.5T n , tunnel environmental risk level is light danger; when the value of T(x) is more than 1.5T n and less than or equal to 2T n , tunnel environmental risk level is moderate danger; and when the value of T(x) is more than 2T n , tunnel environmental risk level is severe danger. e classification criteria of tunnel environmental risk level are shown in Table 7 .
To verify the validity of the classification model, this research selects the road section of 30 seconds before entering the second tunnel to 30 seconds after leaving the second tunnel as the studied area. As there is no relevant research to prove the weight coefficient relationship between the driver's HR growth rate and the average pupil diameter in the tunnel environment at present, this paper takes α � 0.5 as an example to study the tunnel environment risk classification. T n can be calculated according to (10) , and T n � 0.7495; the results are shown in Figure 7 .
As shown in Figure 7 , the tunnel area can be divided into nine road sections according to classification model of tunnel risk level. Among the nine road sections, risk level of 8%) , nearly 82.2% of the construction funds can be saved and the economic benefits in the tunnel construction can be greatly improved.
Conclusions
is paper has tested the eye movement and ECG indicators in the tunnel environment and constructed the cubic spline interpolation function modeling. e main conclusions are as follows:
(1) e driver's blinking times and average blinking time in tunnels are lower than the normal level, but the average fixation time is higher than the normal level.
In the process of entering the tunnel, the driver's pupil diameter shows a trend of gradual increase, and in the process of leaving the tunnel, the driver's pupil diameter shows a trend of sharp decrease. Results show that the tunnel environment has a significant impact on the driver's eye movement index, with abnormal fluctuations in blinking times, average blinking time, and pupil diameter. (2) e driver's HR growth rate changes significantly during the tunnel section, which ranges from 12% to 27%. In the process of entering tunnel, the HR growth rate increases continuously and then maintains a relatively stable level in the tunnel. In the process of leaving the tunnel, the HR growth rate begins to decline and gradually returns to normal value. e results show that the tunnel environment also has a significant impact on the driver's heart rate index. (3) e time-domain and frequency-domain indicators of the driver's heart rate variability fluctuate in varying degrees during driving in tunnels, among which the SDSD index changes obviously, and the maximum fluctuation range is 75.6%, which indicates that the driver's mental load increases greatly in this environment and results in a strong sense of tension, panic, and fatigue. (4) Based on the statistical analysis of the driver's eye movement and ECG index, the cubic spline interpolation function is introduced to accurately fit the dynamic trend of the driver's physiological index in the 30 s interval before and after entering and exiting the tunnel. e goodness of fit of each model is above 0.95, which indicates that the impact of the tunnel environment on the driver's eye movement and ECG indicators can be quantified and predicted. (5) A fusion model is constructed based on the models of the driver's average pupil diameter and HR growth rate to classify the risk level of the tunnel environment. According to this fusion model, the risk level of the tunnel environment can be divided into four levels, and the lengths of road sections with different risk level are 17.8% (severe danger), 27.4% (moderate danger), 27.0% (light danger), and 27.8% (normal). Journal of Advanced Transportation (6) e classification model of tunnel risk level can provide guidance for the classification of tunnel risk level, and tunnel personnel for design and construction can adopt different safety design measures for different risk levels, which can effectively improve the economy of tunnel operating safety design.
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